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Everybody knows where his own shoe pinches, and, if people find
drawbacks in the places they inhabit, they must also find advantages,
otherwise they would not be there.—Times.
We have suffered many things at the hands of the Russian Navy
during the war, nevertheless the news that Admiral Rozhdestvensky . ..
will send a thrill of admiration . . .—Times.
I think that on the whole we may be thankful for the architectural
merits of the Gaiety block, it has breadth and dignity of design and
groups well on the angular site.—Times.
It will not be irrelevant to add here, though the point has
been touched upon in Under-stopping, that though a light
and-chuse may be introduced by no more than a comma,
it does not follow that it need not be separated by any stop at
all, as in:
When the Motor Cars Act was before the House it was suggested
that these authorities should be given the right to make recommenda-
tions to the central authorities and that right was conceded.—Times.
9. The semicolon between subordinate members.
Just as the tiro will be safer if he avoids commas before
independent sentences, so he will generally be wise not to
use a semicolon before a mere subordinate member. We have
explained, indeed, that it is sometimes quite legitimate for
rhetorical reasons, and is under certain circumstances almost
required by proportion. This is when the sentence contains
commas doing less important work than the one about which
the question arises. But the tiro's true w^ay out of the diffi-
culty is to simplify his sentences so that they do not need
such differentiation. Even skilful writers, as the following two
quotations will show, sometimes come to grief over this.
One view called me to another; one hill to its fellow, half across the
country, and since I could answer at no more trouble than the snapping
forward of a lever, I let the country flow under my wrheels.—kipling.
Nay, do not the elements of all human virtues and all human vices;
the passions at once of a Borgia and of a Luther, lie written, in stronger
or fainter lines, in the consciousness of every individual bosom?—
CARLYLE.
In the first of these the second comma and the semicolon clearly
ought to change places.  In the second it looks as if Carlyle

